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Astro Teller
“Think 10 X Bigger”
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“We Choose to Go to the Moon” (1962)



1962 Worlds Fair: Emerging Technology



“The boys at State are going to kill me," he said, 
"but it's the right thing to do.“ Ronald Reagan



What if Jeff Bezos thought incrementally?

Incremental Goal:
“Sell 5% more books out of my 
garage this year.” 

10 X Thinker
Goal: Create orbital space launch 
vehicle



Thinking 10 X Bigger? Incremental? 2.7 
Increase in Independence?  



10 x Bigger



Big Idea:  Acceleration vs. 
Remediation

Challenge:  If we could just fix our kids, close every 
gap they didn’t get in prior grades, they’d be just fine.  



Ana Sanalitro, Principal

https://fr.calameo.com/read/001898804de933eb6e8e4

“I’m tired of pouring money into 
remedial programs and not seeing 

results.”  

https://fr.calameo.com/read/001898804de933eb6e8e4


Acceleration: Tactically 
moving learners ahead  

to facilitate new 
learning. 



What  is Acceleration?

• Strategically providing prior knowledge just in time for new learning.
• Remediation is in the context of new learning, rather than isolated.  
• Designed to give students a fresh instructional start.  
• Tactical focus on what students need this week to be successful.  
• Jump starting some students ahead of their peers.
• 70%-30%  



Power of Prior Knowledge

•Student at 50% percentile.  Increase her background 
knowledge by one standard deviation, her academic 
achievement would be expected to increase from 
the 50% to the 75% percentile.  
•BUT…if her background knowledge is DECREASED by 

one standard deviation, her academic achievement 
would be expected to drop to the 25th percentile. 

Marzano, Building Academic Background Knowledge



Prior Knowledge & Reading Comprehension

• “Prior knowledge is the main determinant of comprehension.”  

• “The ability to get meaning from print is dependent on what we 
already know.  

• “…the only way we can learn new information is by attaching it, 
connecting it, and integrating it with information we already have.” 

(Daniels & Zemelman, 2004)



Role of Prior Knowledge

• “Prior knowledge about the topic speeds up basic comprehension 
and leaves working memory free to make connections between the 
new material and previously learned information.”

(Hirsch, 2003)

“Perhaps the single most important resource in learning with texts is 
reader’s prior knowledge.”

(Vacca & Vacca, 2002)  



A Quick Reading Quiz…

•Read the passage and answer the questions

•Share the key points of the passage with your 
partner.  



Jai Alai





Jai Alai Cesta, Pelota, and Helmet



Jai Alai

• Cancha:  Court that is 3-sided.  4th side is a chain link fence
• Pelota: Ball made from goatskin, rubber, and leather
• Fronton: Jai alai facility
• Pelotari: Jai alai player
• Cesta: Basket strapped to the pelotari



TIP Chart

TERM INFO PIC

cesta Basket strapped 
to pelatori’s arm

Pelotari Jai Alai player



Daniel Blandy Hills 3
TIP





The Trouble with Vocabulary

•A high ability student has a 19% chance of learning a 
new word in context
•A low ability one 8% 
•A medium one 12%.  
•With a high density text, only 7% chance.  (High 

density means 1 new word for every 10 words.)

Swanborn & De Glopper (1999)



What Works in Direct Vocabulary Instruction

• Nonlinguistic based strategies had an average effect size of 1.00 a gain 
of 34 percentile points gain in vocabulary learning. (Marzano citing Powell)

• Multiple exposures:  Vocabulary understanding deepens over time. 
For deep understanding, students need repeated and varied 
exposures to the words that vary. (Beck, McKkeown & Kucan (2002)  

• Students need to be exposed to the word at least six times before 
they can ascertain and remember its meaning.

(Jenkins, Stein, and Wysocki , 1984 )



What Works in Direct Vocabulary Instruction

• Finding similarities and differences is very effective.  (Marzano & Pickering 
2001) 

• Classifiying words into categories helps students understand the 
words. (Marzano & Pickering, 2001)

• Creating metaphors and analogies – finding relationships between 
words.  (Marzano & Pickering, 2001)

• Word parts:  roots, prefixes and suffixes.  Decomposing words makes 
words memorable and helps in determining meaning of new words. 
(Dale and O’Rourke, 1986) 



The light gets brighter…

Understanding the meaning of a 
word is like a “light dimmer switch 
that gradually produces an 
increasing supply of light.”

Blachowicz & Fisher (2000) 
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Non-example/Vocabulary





Process of Acceleration

1.  Talk about our upcoming learning target
2.  Spark intellectual curiosity about new learning
3.  Strategically lay key prior knowledge in students’ paths
4.  Begin the vocabulary journey
5.  Scaffold gaps in context (Vocabulary, comma rules, parts of an essay, 
multiplication tables, integer rules, formulas, science laws…)
6.  Get started on new concepts or skills



Getting Reading for Integers



Our Love for the Avocado: A Supply & 
Demand Story
• Surging global demand 

• Reduced harvests

• Per-capita consumption jumped 
from 3.5 pounds in 2006 to 6.9 
pounds in 2015.

• Heatwaves & Flooding

• Cinco de Mayo 



Bleckley County



Targets Digitally Presented…



Mansfield Ohio PD Session



Baldwin High School



Mansfield, OH PD



Banks County



What’s Expected of Me as a Learner? 



How Can I be Successful Today?  



Scaffolding Prerequisite Skills 



Scaffolding



Scaffolding in Action



Sorting 



Veal 3
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Carousel, Ms. Huguley, Echols Co.



Word Art







Acceleration Looks Like… 



What subject made YOU cry? 



What if…





Acceleration: 

Select students establish prior knowledge that will 
enable them to learn better with their peers.  
Remediation is tactically for prerequisite skills essential 
for new learning.  
Vocabulary development is jumpstarted to begin the 
journey of six exposures.  



Potential Advantages to Acceleration Model

Learning is risky business: 
• Correlation between self-efficacy and work ethic.  If there is a self-

perception that failure will likely follow work…
• Linkage to prior knowledge
• Increased memory storage
• Sense of classroom community, even leadership in learners
• Additional exposure to vocabulary 



Self-Efficacy & Tenacity

• “…those who feel self-efficacious about learning or 
performing a task competently are apt to participate 
more readily, work harder, persist longer when they 
encounter difficulties, and achieve at higher levels.”

- Schunk & Meece, Self-Efficacy Beliefs of Adolescents, 2005
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Nuts & Bolts

• When? 
• How? 
• Who? 
• Challenges? 
• Pros/Cons? 
• Getting Started…



Questions? 


